
Planning for Enduring
Understanding

Enduring understanding: Instruction based on enduring understandings ensures English
Language Learners access to high-level content.

PREVIOUS CHAPTERS HIGHLIGHTED THE NEED TO PROVIDE ELLS WITH CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE, HIGH-QUALITY
instruction that capitalizes on their cultural and social experiences and builds academic-
language abilities.This instructioncanbeneither overly simplifiednor transmitted toELLsand
other students as setsof discrete facts tobe learned.Culturally responsive,language-rich instruc-
tionmust,instead,be structuredaround the content-area concepts thatELLsandother students
must understandwell anddeeply—the cornerstone con-
cepts forwhichall studentsmustdevelopenduringunder-
standing. Instruction that is planned and implemented
based on the enduring understandings in content areas
replaces instruction that is remedial (focused on skills in
isolation) and instruction by transmission (lots of infor-
mation conveyed by the teacher). It is instruction that is
engagingandmotivating,promoteshigher-level thinking,
incorporates a variety of worldviews, and enables ELLs
and others to demonstrate their mastery of core content
throughauthentic,product-drivenassignments.Planning
for enduring understanding for ELLs is the focus of
Chapter 5. In this chapter, content-area expert teachers
discuss how they determine the content-area concepts
that shouldbe taught for enduringunderstandingand the
enduring language abilities necessary to master these concepts.While planning is focused on
specific content areas,the planningprocess is relevant across content areas.Readers are encour-
aged to consult copies of their state or local curriculum frameworks to determine the enduring
understanding in their content areas.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
The following learning outcomes (LOs) serve as a guide to Chapter 5.At the end of the chapter
are assessment evidence activities that are aligned with the LOs.
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THE NEED FOR HIGH-QUALITY,
“JUST RIGHT” INSTRUCTION
Students who have insufficient skills in academic English are placed at risk for academic failure
if they do not receive appropriate instruction.Years of research have shown that students at risk
requiremorehigh-quality andrelevant instruction togaingroundandcatchup(EducationTrust,
2005;Mid-Continent Research for Education and Learning [McRel],1999).More often,however,
they receive remedial instruction,whichmay water down content in pursuit of building specific
skills. In Lives on the Boundary, for example,Mike Rose (1989) described a remedial high school
English class where, for 45 minutes, students sat at their desks and completed (or did not com-
plete) endless worksheets, filling in blanks with then or than, their or there, and where or wear.
More recently,Tatum (2005) found examples of equally ineffective remedial reading instruction
for black youthswho read below grade level.Unfortunately,we have seen similar situationswhen
ELLshavereceived instruction thatdidnotprepare themtosucceed inhigh-levelacademicclasses.

ELLs inU.S.schools often receive instruction consisting ofway too littleorway toomuch—
instruction that either focuses on specific content-area language at the expense of content-area
concepts or instruction on too many concepts without the necessary context to make the con-
cepts comprehensible.When ESOL teachers are required to provide content-area instruction
outside their areas of expertise, theymay provide ELLs withway too little content.Mr.Richard
Gordon provides an example of such teaching.We recommend that while reading throughMr.
Gordon’s planning and lesson,readers reflect onMr.Gordon’s knowledge base and competence
as well as what is missing from his instruction.

Mr. Gordon’s Sheltered History Course
GraniteHighSchool established aShelteredEnglish Instructionprogram tomeet theneeds

of its small but growing population of ELLs. The intent of the program was to provide ELLs
with content-area instruction in core courses while they developed proficiency in English.The
Granite School System hired Mr. Gordon to teach sheltered courses including history, science,
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LO-1 Explain how teaching content for enduring understanding is consistent with the TELLiM model

LO-2 After reviewing the standards for your content area and grade level, determine the content-area enduring
understandings that ELLs and other students must develop. (What major concepts must ELLs and other students
really understand as a result of the course you teach?)

LO-3 Explain the language abilities that are necessary to both access content and demonstrate mastery within the
identified enduring understanding

LO-4 Establish clear content-area learning outcomes that all students will meet as a result of unit instruction

T E R M S T H AT M AY B E N E W

Enduring understandings: The central ideas and theories that students must learn and build on in each content area
(Wiggins & McTighe, 1998)



and English.Mr.Gordon, a well-trained and accomplished ESOL teacher, had no formal train-
ing or expertise teaching history, science, or English as a subject. Mr. Gordon’s sheltered U.S.
history course blended history and geography. ELLs who had English proficiency levels from
early-intermediate to intermediate andhadnot yet completedU.S.historywere assigned to this
course.

Mr. Gordon relied on his ESOL background to make decisions about the content of his
course.He recognized that historywas languageheavy and that the limited vocabularies of ELLs
interfered with their understanding. He was well aware that simply exposing ELLs to more
English would not necessarily result in an increase in content-area vocabulary. Mr. Gordon’s
training in ESOL taught him that students must be able to read at least 95% of running words
in a text in order to read above frustration level and theymust know between 95% and 98% of
the running words in the text in order to learn new vocabulary through reading. In prepara-
tion for the new school year,Mr.Gordon reviewed several textbooks used inmainstream geog-
raphy and U.S. history courses to determine their academic-language difficulty. He decided
(perhaps rightly) that these texts were too difficult for ELLs to read independently. He knew
the ELLs placed in his class needed additional vocabulary and began to search for lessons to
build this vocabulary. Finding a chapter on landforms,Mr. Gordon drew on his ESOL experi-
ence and created lessons to teach the names and definitions of landforms, necessary vocabu-
lary terms in any geography and history course.

Mr.Gordon’s second period class consisted of 14 early-intermediate to intermediate ELLs
fromsix countries and territories.He began the class bywriting“landforms”on thewhiteboard
and drew and labeled mountains,mesas, buttes, peninsulas, plateaus, and archipelagos.As he
drew, he said each word and asked the students to repeat it. The students copied the landform
drawings into their notebooks, coloring and labeling each. Once the students had completed
these illustrations, Mr. Gordon provided simple definitions, which students copied from the
board.While some students worked diligently, the simplicity of the instruction fostered dis-
traction among others. Two girls at the back of the room shared a mirror to adjust their eye-
liner, a boy’s head rested on his desk throughout much of the class, and a girl and boy in the
first row chatted for most of the 45-minute period.

While there may be value in drawing and labeling landforms or copying sentences from
the whiteboard, this is hardly instruction that will prepare ELLs for academic work in high-
level content-area courses.Mr.Gordon’s instruction was way too little for his secondary ELLs.

Ms. Green’s Mainstream History Course
In keeping with the Goldilocks analogy, it is illustrative to consider the instruction in Ms.

Janet Green’s mainstream history class.An experienced teacher with an undergraduate degree
in history, Ms. Green has been teaching for six years and knows her content well. She spends
muchof her free time searching for supplementarymaterials includingboxesof primary-source
materials and numerous Internet resources for class reference.Ms.Green wants her students to
come to love history as she does.While reading throughMs.Green’s lesson,we recommend that
readers reflect on her strengths,what she does well, and also what is lacking in her instruction.

There is somuch thatMs.Greenwants her students to learn that shemoves through chap-
ters quickly and enthusiastically.Ms.Green assumes that secondary-level students will be able
to read texts without difficulty and assigns large sections of the text as independent reading.
“After all,”she thinks,“History is a reading-heavy subject.”Ms.Green also requires that students
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analyze accompanying primary-source materials,which domake history come alive for many
students in her class.This year, four ELLs with intermediate-to-transitioning proficiency were
placed in Ms. Green’s third period history class. From the first day of the new school year, she
was apprehensive about the ELLs’ ability to complete the assignments required in her course.
By the middle of the first quarter, her apprehension had grown to frustration.

I really don’t knowwhy they are here if they cannot do thework.I have a lot to cover in a short period
of time—my students deserve to learn this material. And after all, I’m a history, not a language,
teacher. I guess the ELLs will at least learn the English by reading it and hearing it. The primary-
source documents are just too difficult—I just tell them to skip those. I am really working hard to
help them succeed. I only grade their work for content, and even then I grade them with different
standards than I have for other students. I tell them to do what they can—I don’t know what else
to do.Yet, quite honestly, this approach just doesn’t seem fair to the other students in the class.

In reality,the fourELLs and,indeed,several English-speaking students inMs.Green’s class
have little idea of how the history concepts are related. Often, they find themselves trying to
learn strings of seemingly disjointed facts.Aadam JassamAli continues to fall further and fur-
ther behind and explains that he has no idea of how all the reading “fits together.”Mehmet, a
Turkish speaker who has been in the United States for three years, states,“Just when I think I’m
starting to get the idea of what we are doing, we go on to something else.”Ms. Green’s history
course simply provides ELLs with too much content with too little context.

Review, Reflect, Apply
1. Reflect and apply: Does a lower level of English language proficiency indicate that the

content material should be more simplistic? Howmight Mr.Gordon develop a broader context
for understanding while maintaining a comprehensible language load?

2. Apply:Ms.Green has high standards for the type and amount of material she covers in
class, yet ELLs andmany other students in her class are lost.Howmight shemake her instruc-
tion more accessible to the ELLs in her classes?

3. Review:What strengths and needs does each teacher bring to the classroom?

Summary
It is easy to see that the ELLs in Mr. Gordon’s class are not getting the type of instruction

that will prepare them for high-level content-area classes and the ELLs inMs.Green’s class are
lost in a sea of details.A lessonon landforms couldbe appropriate if itwere appropriately linked
to the enduring understanding that geography has influenced human migration and culture.

Rethinking Mr. Gordon’s Sheltered History Instruction
Unfortunately, however, when Mr. Gordon planned content-area instruction, he encoun-

tered the same problem as did Ms. Connolly, the middle school ESOL teacher in Chapter 1.
Mr. Gordon knows about second-language acquisition, but he lacks content-area expertise in
secondary-level history or geography. Working in collaboration with an expert geography
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teacher enabledMr.Gordon to reconceptualize his planning and focus on the enduring under-
standing in this content area.

Reexamining the questions that inform his planning process has enabled Mr. Gordon to
think very differently about lesson content and to plan instruction based on the strengths as
well as the needs of his ELLs.As illustrated in Table 5.1, the new planning focuses on enduring
understandings that ELLs must master and fosters academic conversations, critical thinking,
collaboration, student engagement, and the development of academic-language abilities.
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TABLE 5.1 Reconceptualizing Mr. Gordon’s Instruction

Mr. Gordon’s Initial Planning

What content can ELLs learn given their limited English skills?

How can I teach ELLs the terms they need to know, such as
archipelago,mesas, buttes, peninsulas?

How do I keep ELLs on task while they learn the necessary
English?

Planning Based on Enduring Understandings

What grade-level content is necessary for ELLs to know?

How are terms important to an overall understanding of content?
How do terms fit together with enduring understandings such as the
relationship between landforms, human migration, and culture?

How do I encourage multiple perspectives, opinions, and ideas that
will engage ELLs in meaningful content-area discussions, which will
build enduring understanding in the content area, academic-
language abilities, and communicative competence? How do I build
on the cultural funds of knowledge within my group of ELLs?

Rethinking Ms. Green’s History Instruction
Ms.Green and other teachers are feeling increasingly pressured to cover large amounts of

material.Unfortunately,manyELLs,suchasAadamandMehmet,aswell asothernative-English-
speaking students, cannot provide their own context for the material—they remember
disjointed facts rather than important concepts.Furthermore,students such asMehmet some-
times infer that memorization of facts is the intention of learning.

Using primary-sourcematerials allows students insight into an enduring understanding of
history:It is tolddifferentlydependingontheperspectiveof thehistorian.This isapowerful endur-
ing understanding on which to build instruction for ELLs from different countries of origin.

Ms.Green knows her content area well, yet she has not cohesively connected the content-
area standards and made themmeaningful and enduring to the ELLs in her classroom.Table
5.2 illustrates howMs.Green rethinks her planning.

As illustrated by the reconceptualization of Mr.Gordon’s andMs.Green’s planning, teach-
ing for enduring understanding beginswith determining the content that ELLsmust knowand
then determining the language abilities necessary to access this content and express content-
area understanding in meaningful academic conversations, presentations, and papers.

As shown,instruction that is basedonenduringunderstandingsbuilds content-areaknowl-
edge and academic-language ability within the content areas.Anchoring concepts to an endur-
ingunderstanding allows content-area teachers to provide grade-level instructionbasedon the
content ELLsmust know to become academically successful.Table 5.3 illustrates the two steps
of the TELLiMmodel that are the focus of this chapter.



PLANNING FOR ENDURING UNDERSTANDING
When planning theMethods of Sheltered English Instruction course,we begin by asking,“What
is it that mainstream teachers need to really understand to effectively teach content to ELLs?”
Based on our expertise, we know many concepts that would be good for teachers to know, yet
adequately teaching all these conceptswould require at least amaster’s degreeprogram inESOL,
whichwouldbe impractical for the averagemainstreamteacher.Therefore,it is important to ask,
What are the central concepts that teachers must understand in depth in order to teach ELLs?

Wiggins andMcTighe (2005) use adiagramof three concentric circles to illustrate the con-
cepts that should be taught for enduring understanding. The outer circle represents concepts
worth being familiar with, the next circle represents concepts that are important to know, and
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TABLE 5.2 Reconceptualizing Ms. Green’s Instruction

Ms. Green’s Initial Planning

How can I adequately cover all the standards that students
(ELLs and my mainstream) need to know to understand
history?

How will the ELLs in my classroom keep up with the reading?

What will my ELLs read when primary documents are too
difficult?

What do I do with the ELLs in my room while the students
who are at grade level learn about concepts and multiple
perspectives provided in primary-source documents?

Planning Based on Enduring Understandings

How do the standards that ELLs and other students need to know
fit together to create a big picture, which represents an enduring
understanding in this content area? How do I contextualize content
so ELLs and other students understand how the standards fit
together?

How can I differentiate the required reading so that all students can
access the information they need and are appropriately challenged
by the reading load?

How can I make primary documents more accessible to all students
and particularly to ELLs?

How do I encourage multiple perspectives, opinions, and ideas that
will engage ELLs in meaningful content-area discussions, which will
build content-area understanding, academic-language abilities, and
communicative competence? How do I build on the funds of
knowledge within my group of ELLs?

TABLE 5.3 Steps 1 and 2 of the TELLiM Model

Step 1. Review unit to determine enduring understandings
Review grade level content-area frameworks
Determine the concepts that must be taught for enduring understanding
Determine the English language abilities ELLs must possess to access content and express content-area understanding

Step 2. Set learning outcomes
Establish content-area learning outcomes for the enduring understanding
Determine what all students must learn as a result of instruction
Determine the language abilities ELLs at varying levels of proficiency must develop



at the core of the concentric circles are the cornerstone ideas and core tasks—the ideas that
must endure, such as “Earth’s resources are finite,”“Probability is everywhere,” and“History is
told through the perspective of the author.”

Determining Enduring Understandings and
Learning Outcomes in Content-Area Classes

Many content-area teachers have shared with us their expertise in planning based on
enduring understandings and then establishing learning outcomes tomeasure student under-
standing. Their combined experiences are illustrated byMr. John Peterson, a veteranmiddle-
and secondary-science teacher;Ms.Mia Bell,an experienced teacher and former accountant,
who now teaches middle school math; Ms. Linda Chin, a fifth-year certified U.S. history
teacher; and Mr. Jamie Hayes, a veteran secondary teacher of English language arts (ELA),
whose desire to share his love of literature brought him to teaching.Conversations with these
teachers and snapshots of their classrooms illustrate how teachers think about and plan for
instruction for ELLs that is anchored by enduring understandings. Teachers begin by deter-
mining the content that all studentsmust understand and then set the learning outcomes that
ELLs and others must master as a result of this content-area instruction. They establish the
same content-area learning outcomes for all students in their classrooms.(In Chapter 7, teach-
ers provide examples of how they differentiate assessments to allow for differences in English
language proficiency.)

The learning outcomes go beyondmeasuring students’ factual knowledge to measure the
students’understanding of how andwhy.The content-area teachers set learning outcomeswith
words that require a demonstration of content understanding, such as “explain, justify, gener-
alize, predict, support, verify, prove, and substantiate” (Wiggins &McTighe, 1998, p. 47).

Mr. John Peterson, Secondary
Environmental Science

Like most teachers, Mr. Peterson is required to work within the curricular constraints
of his school system. He is responsible for ensuring that the academically diverse group of
students in his classes,consisting of ELLs and native-English speakers, learn the topics delin-
eated in national, state, and local standards. Mr. Peterson knows that his students must
understand how all the standards fit together.He has found that planning instruction based
on enduring understandings enables him to meet both the coverage requirements of his
school and the developmental needs of his students. He draws on his formal science back-
ground as he reviews science standards.Mr.Peterson explains that cornerstone concepts and
enduring understandings of environmental science remain the same whether he is plan-
ning for this introductory environmental science course or formore advanced courses,which
he also teaches.

The cornerstone concepts he has identified include the interconnectedness of air, land,and
water in the biosphere and informed stewardship.Mr.Petersonhas developed each content-area
unit within this environmental science course based on an enduring understanding that serves
to continuallybuildonanddeepen students’ knowledgeandunderstandingof these cornerstone
concepts.One of these enduring understandings is that“Planet Earth has finite resources.”
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Mr. Peterson identified the following learning outcomes that all students in the class will
master as a result of instruction in the“Planet Earth Has Finite Resources”unit:

• Explain the environmental effects of a growingpopulationon the earth’s finite resources.

• Relate findings from individual environmental footprints to local, national, and global
footprints.

• Support and justify your stance on an issue of environmental concern.

A recent observation of Mr. Peterson’s class took place outside the school building. Pairs
of students worked to identify, catalog, and record plant and animal species they found in 3 ft
× 3 ft blocks of space they hadmeasured andmarked in environments such as a newlymowed
football field,ameadow,and a wooded area.All 24 students, including 8 ELLs with proficiency
levels from early-intermediate to transitioning, were engaged in this instruction. Once the
students completed their inventory,they returned inside for an interactive lectureonbiodiversity,
where they continued to be engaged and focused.

Ms. Mia Bell, Middle School Mathematics
Ms.MiaBell has alwayshad anaffinity formathematics.Duringher first fewyears of teach-

ing eighth graders, however, she struggled to understand exactly where their comprehension
faltered.With the critical eye of a content-area expert,Ms. Bell reflected on an upcoming unit
on probability.“Probability,” she thought,“has always been an area of difficulty for ELLs and
many other students.And it is a very important topic because it provides a foundation for data
analysis and statistics.”

When Ms.Bell began teaching, she found it comforting to follow the textbook’s lesson on
probability: define the term, provide the equation,model sample problems, and provide time
for student practice.This approach did seem to reach many ELLswhile they were in the class-
room; they dutifully read through the problems and expressed the relationship between the
number of ways a specific outcome will happen and the total number of outcomes as a simple
proportion. Her ELLs were challenged by the vocabulary and linguistic structure of the word
problems,whichMs.Bell handledby allowing themtoworkwithnative-English-speakingpeers.
Once ELLs had sorted through the language and the numbers were in place, they were able to
complete the necessary arithmetic.At times, an ELL even remarked,“This is easy!”However,
Ms. Bell noticed that follow-up work suffered when it was done at home and individually. The
probability problems onher unit examdid not reflect something thatwas easy for her students.
At the suggestionof hermentor teacher,Ms.Bellworked to establish the enduringunderstanding
for the unit on probability. She explained that, as a visual learner, she found it helpful to write
down on index cards some guiding questions for herself:

• What is most important for students to understand?
• What do I want them to remember?
• What is central to building understanding?

Reading through the pages of the unit,Ms. Bell first established what her focus had been
thus far:
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I began to realize that while the unit theme is probability,my focus had been on the textbook defi-
nition of probability and the formulas used to solve probability problems.Thismademe askmyself
about the greatermessage about learning which I had been inadvertently givingmy students. I kept
glancingatmy indexcards,remindingmyself of thequestionsathand.Iwondered if I hadbeen focus-
ingmystudents effectively.Wereadefinitionanda formula themost importantpieces formystudents
to understand? Is that what I want them to remember?Were they central to building understanding?

To all three questions,Ms. Bell thought,“No.”
She then thoughtmoredeeply about the content and thedesired learningoutcomes forELLs

and other students.She explained that she had always had a clear sense that a cornerstone con-
cept of mathematics, especially at the middle school level, is a solid“sense of number.”“Instead
of applying hundreds of seemingly unrelated rules, I want ELLs and others to connect concepts
in a way that makes sense.”Once Ms. Bell had identified the sense of number as a cornerstone
concept of the mathematics curriculum, she looked specifically at the probability unit. She
thought of the disconnected understanding students had regarding probability and explained,

ELLs and other students view probability as something that exists only in theirmath textbooks.Yet
regardless of students’social and cultural experiences,probability is everywhere in their lives.ELLs
from the Caribbean recently discussed their families’ concerns about the probability of a potential
hurricane.ELLswhohad experienced violent hurricanes talked about probability andweather fore-
casting as well as other indicators they had observed, such as the change in behavior of animals—
something we may not think about yet enriches classroom discussions.

Ms. Bell realized that if ELLs developed an understanding of probability as it related to
their everyday lives, as well as to the study of mathematics, they would be better equipped to
understand the concept. Knowing that students could always look up a formula, she wanted
them to remember insteadhowprobability affects thempersonally.“Central to building under-
standing,” she explained,“is connecting concepts to something towhichELLsandother students
can relate and enabling them to see the big picture.”

Ms. Bell restructured her unit on probability.While she continues to use the math text-
book, it is now referencematerial for the class instead of a daily guide.She has built a new unit
on probability around the enduring understanding, “Everything we do involves probability.”

The learning outcomes Ms.Bell has established for the unit on probability are as follows:

• Explain the process of solving word and arithmetic problems for probability.
• Predict the occurrence of an event based on knowledge of probability.
• Create word problems that involve probability.
• Justify responses to a case study problem that requires using probability.

Ms. Linda Chin, Secondary U.S. History
Awalk byMs.Chin’s secondary history class reveals 28 students sitting at desks arranged

in clusters of 4.The six ELLswith English proficiency levels ranging from intermediate to tran-
sitioning are collaborating with native-English-speaking students; two ELLs with beginning
proficiencywork togetherwith the support of a native-language tutor.Today,students arework-
ing in pairs to read and discuss primary-source documents that include news stories and
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speeches of the time period they are studying.ELLs and other students are actively engaged in
conversations about the perspectives of document authors and are completingVenn diagrams
to organize their ideas.

Ms. Chin routinely uses primary-source documents to help students understand the
importance of considering history throughmultiple perspectives.“History doesn’t come alive
for the students unless they can read and hear real stories about real people,” she explained
and continued,

If teachers just follow the history book, some students see history as page after page of facts and
truths—they miss the human story and the relative nature of history. They also miss how it con-
nects to their lives. Using primary documents enables ELLs and other students to make this con-
nection. Imake primary documents accessible by adding explanatory notes in themargins of these
documents,which really improves student understanding.

(See Chapter 8 for further discussion on adjusting documents for comprehensibility.) When
Ms.Chin is asked about the enduring understandings of U.S. history, she responds,

Studentsmust conceptually understand history.One of the cornerstone concepts of history is that
it is written through the perspective of the authors and generally portrays the viewpoint of the
victors.Who tells the story makes a big difference in how the story is told. An enduring under-
standing is the concept of revolution.For example,we are studying theAmericanRevolution,which
is clearly an important part of U.S. history, yet students should understand that revolution is rev-
olution regardless of where it takes place. This is powerful for ELLs from other countries and
histories—it often builds on their background knowledge.

Ms. Chin has established the following learning outcomes for her instructional unit:

• Explain the different perspectives of citizens (African Americans, women, members of upper
and working classes) regarding the American Revolution.

• Substantiate the positions that the American Revolution was inevitable or avoidable.

Mr. Jamie Hayes, Secondary English Language Arts
The hallway outside Mr. Jamie Hayes’s secondary ELA classroom is filled with the often

charged soundsof students’voices defending their opinions,challenging assumptions,andper-
sonally relating to words that were written well before their time.Mr.Hayes’s class includes 24
students (including 6 ELLs who range from early-intermediate to transitioning proficiency).
He has introduced the unit, which he has titled “There is More Than Meets the Lie,” with an
open discussion about lying.

Mr.Hayes developed the unit in response to an observation that his students, particularly
ELLs and other students from culturally different backgrounds, were not very engaged in
the books required for his class. While some students appeared to enjoy The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, Othello, or The Catcher in the Rye, Mr. Hayes often fielded complaints that
the books were boring, outdated, and“so unrelated to our lives.”ELLs, in particular, struggled
with language, reading level, and subject material.Their reactions ledMr.Hayes to thinkmore
broadly about his purpose in teaching literature to his students.Mr.Hayes explained,
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Iwanted students to realize that literature ismeant to be contemplatedbeyond thepages of the book.
I began working from the overarching understanding that there are universal themes across works
of literature and then adopted a thematic structure to the literature we read in class.

He determined that he would no longer work through his book-driven “Huck Finn”unit,
“Hamlet”unit, or “Othello”unit but would establish a unit that was unified by a theme,which
allowed ELLs (and other students) a point of entry into the literature. Mr. Hayes understood
that his ELLs,who often struggled to read challenging,grade-level texts in English,would ben-
efit from context-embedded instruction. He recognized that the secondary students he knew
were all trying to navigate the social system of high school as they experimented with identity,
self,and how to relate to others.“The universality of themeswithin literature,such as truth ver-
sus lies,”he thought,“is an enduring understanding that is relevant to all students.”

Grounding instruction in this enduring understanding, which provided context, assisted
students in the comprehension of text and thrust ELLs (and others) into a more critical style
of reading and thinking.All students were put in a positionwhere they challenged the assump-
tions they had asserted at the start of the unit.And all students, regardless of language profi-
ciency or English reading level,had the opportunity to think critically about a text.When asked
about his shift in approach,Hayesnoted that in thepast,students forwhomthebookwas appro-
priate couldmoveon to thematic analysis andmore in-depth study.ForELLs andother students
who, for a variety of reasons, struggled with English reading, the goal was to “get through the
book.”Thedouble shame in that,he reflected,was thatnot onlydid these studentsmiss anoppor-
tunity to develop their cognitive,analytic skills,but they were trained to find reading literature
to be frustrating and without reward. By structuring instruction around enduring under-
standings, Mr.Hayes provides students with leveled reading options,all of which contribute to
perspectives on the theme. Students who read at higher levels understand the dialogue found
inOthello (Shakespeare),while ELLswhowould strugglewith such abook can readTheCatcher
in the Rye (Salinger, 1951/1982), I Am the Cheese (Cormier, 1977), or Zach’s Lie (Smith, 2003).
Students can relate the theme of each book to the question of truth versus lies.Students use the
book they have selected (with guidance from Mr. Hayes) to discuss and deepen their under-
standing of the theme.

Mr.Hayes has established the following learning outcomes for this unit:

• Explain positions regarding truth and lies in one of the assigned novels.
• Justify the position regarding truth and lies.
• Support the position with specific details from the book.

Review, Reflect, Apply
1. Reflect and apply: Choose one unit that you teach and explain why you teach it and

why it is important to student understanding. Identify the enduring understanding that
anchors this unit and explain how and why it is enduring.Why do students need to really
know this content?

2. Apply: Identify the learning outcomes for this unit.Content-wise,what should students
be able to do as a result of this instruction?
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Summary
The previous section illustrated the importance of planning based on enduring under-

standings (the content-area concepts that ELLs and other students must know well).As Table
5.3 illustrates,planning for content-area enduringunderstanding is consistentwith theTELLiM
model.When teachers plan for enduring understanding, they contextualize instruction so that
it builds on students’ prior experience. Furthermore, instruction for enduring understanding
necessitates thoughtful activities that foster critical and complex thinking, collaboration, and
academic content-area conversation for all students.

Teachers often agree that planning for enduring understanding makes sense to them
conceptually,yet they express concern about adhering to national, state,and local frameworks.
Frameworks are important; enduring understandings are determined using well-designed
frameworks.Research suggests that effectively implemented standards-based instruction has
the potential to improve educational outcomes for students who struggle (Darling-Hammond,
1997). A recent synthesis of research conducted on standards-based education supports the
effectiveness of standards-based education;however,it also indicates that the very largenumber
of content-area standards provided to teachers presents barriers to the effective implementa-
tion of standards-based instruction (Darling-Hammond, 2007; Marzano & Kendall, 1998).
Darling-Hammond (2007) explains,

Whereas students inmost parts of the United States are typically asked simply to recognize a sin-
gle fact they havememorized froma list of answers,students in high-achieving countries are asked
to apply their knowledge in the ways that writers, mathematicians, historians and scientists do.
(para. 9)

AsMs.Green’s history course demonstrated,when teachers attempt to teach all the content-
area standards without first identifying enduring understandings, they often resort to covering
content (providing unrelated facts and details) rather than building deep and enduring under-
standing. ELLs, in particular,are negatively affected by this instruction; coverage alone decon-
textualizes material and therefore reduces comprehensibility of instruction. As content-area
teachers have illustrated, it is possible to group important curriculum standards around an
enduring understanding, thus providing a context that enables ELLs and other students to
understand how all the details fit together.

Once teachers identify an enduring understanding for a unit, they then determine what
students will learn as a result of the unit of instruction—the unit’s learning outcomes.The four
content-area teachersmoved beyond the facts that ELLs and other studentswould learnwithin
the instructional unit,and beyond teacher transmission and student response, to learning out-
comes that require deepunderstanding of concepts.Their learning outcomes are framed in lan-
guage that requires ELLs and other students to consider why and how. For example, students
in these content-area classes must understand in depth

1. the concept of environmental footprints, to be able to relate from the individual to the
global (environmental science);

2. how to solve for problems of probability, to be able to explain the problem-solving
processes (mathematics);
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3. the experiences of citizens of different races, genders, and socioeconomic groups who
livedduring theAmericanRevolution,to be able to explainmultiple perspectives (history); and

4. the themes in literature, to be able to take a position and then explain and justify it with
examples from novels (ELA).

ENDURING ACADEMIC-LANGUAGE ABILITIES
Content and language are interrelated throughout the content areas; academic language is the
vehicle for learning content and for demonstrating content-area knowledge, and content is the
medium throughwhich ELLs develop academic-language ability. If ELLs are truly to grasp new
concepts, they must comprehend the receptive language (vocabulary, language structure, syn-
tax, and grammar) of classroom lessons and readings.

ELLs (and other students) also need the productive language abilities to engage in academic
conversations and convey their conceptual understandings.Although it is possible to demon-
strate understanding with drawings, diagrams, and other nonverbal means (and these alter-
nativemeans should be encouragedwithin the classroom), if ELLs are to become academically
successful inU.S.schools, theymust gradually develop the ability to speak andwrite in English
at grade level. Planning instruction for ELLs must, therefore, include planning for language as
well as content.Model 5.1 illustrates the interrelationship between content-area schemata and
the development of academic-language ability.

Schemata, as discussed in Chapter 2, are the elaborate and meaningful mental networks
in long-term memory where concepts and knowledge are organized.As the common under-
lying proficiency theory suggests, schemata developed in one language are accessible to the
learner in other languages.Schemata are enriched through ongoing access to content-area con-
cepts gained through receptive language skills and ongoing communication about concepts
(using receptive andproductive language skills).Increasingly enriched schemata,in turn,pro-
vide conceptual contexts that enable ELLs tomake sense of new content, vocabulary, and lan-
guage structures.

MODEL 5.1 Content-Area Schemata and Academic Language

Content-area
schemata (examples)

• Scientific method

• Citizenship

• Perspectives

• Number theory

Receptive
language skills

• Vocabulary

• Structure

• Syntax

• Grammar

• Vocabulary

• Structure

• Syntax

• Grammar

Productive
language skills



Academic-Language Learning Through
Content in a Secondary Biology Classroom

Ms.Cheryl Harrington, a teacher of secondary biology, illustrates the interconnectedness
of language and content in aunit basedon the enduringunderstanding“Biotechnology impacts
health care decisions.” (Ms. Harrington planned the unit using the TELLiM model shown in
Table 1.5,Chapter 1, this volume.)Among the concepts that ELLs and othersmust learn in this
biologyunit are themolecular aspects of genetics and thedetection of genetic diseases.Twenty-
four students, including eight early-intermediate to transitioning level ELLs,participate in this
class.

When students enter the classroom on the first day of this instructional unit, they notice
the Ms. Harrington has posted the essential question, Genetic testing—who decides? Ms.
Harrington activates student schemata with a short film clip showing the impact of various
common genetic diseases. She has developed several discussion probes, including “What are
genetic diseases?Dowewant to know if we are at risk for them?”and“Should everyonebe tested
to find out if they are at risk?”She provides these to students,who form six discussion groups,
each composed of four students. (The eight ELLs work collaboratively with native-English
speakers.) The academicdiscussion facilitates students’receptive andproductive language abil-
ities and elaborates content-area schemata.

Discussion concludeswith eachgroupbriefly reportingonwhat they think theyknowabout
genetic disease based on the video and discussions. Ms. Harrington quickly writes student
responses on a KWL (What I know,What I want to know, and what I learned) chart (further
elaborating student schemata) andredirects students to the essential question:“Genetic testing—
whodecides?”Ms.Harrington assures students that there is noone correct response.Todevelop
informed responses, students must learn about genetic diseases, DNA, mRNA, protein synthe-
sis, and gene codes, and they must learn these well to participate in ongoing academic discus-
sions. The essential question contextualizes instruction and allows ELLs and others to
understandhowall the facts fit together.Academic vocabulary and language abilities are learned
in context within lessons that all relate to Ms.Harrington’s essential question.

Learning outcomes for the unit require ELLs and other students to demonstrate their
understandings by preparing and presenting a response to this essential question.As a final
assessment, students create a group PowerPoint presentation, in which they take a posi-
tion, explain their position, and support it with facts from the readings and lectures (writ-
ten and oral communicative competence). Ms. Harrington formatively assesses student
progress throughout the unit through observation of small-group discussions, in which
students demonstrate oral communicative competence, and through several short written
assignments.

Receiving feedback, including responses from members of the discussion group and
Ms.Harrington, on their PowerPoint presentations allows ELLs to gauge the accuracy of their
productive communication. The ongoing interaction between ELLs, more English-proficient
students, and Ms. Harrington also serves to further develop ELLs’ receptive communication
skills.Discussions about government-required testing enableELLs touseproductive and recep-
tive language todeepen their understandingof concepts and tomeasure and improve their com-
municative abilities in academic English.Model 5.2 illustrates the interrelationship of content
and language in Ms.Harrington’s biology class.
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CONTENT-AREA LANGUAGE
Different content areas require different receptive and productive language abilities. Listening
toapoem,for example,requiresdifferent receptive skills fromlistening to instructions for a chem-
istry laboratoryexperiment.History textspresentdifferent readingchallenges thandomath texts,
technical manuals, or literary works.Writing a geometry proof, a lab report, a persuasive essay,
a poem,or a short story each requires different productive language abilities.

Content-area teachers face a dual challenge: Theymustmake content accessible andmea-
sure content-area understanding apart from English language proficiency, and they must also
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MODEL 5.2 Language and Content in Biology: Implementing the TELLiM Model

Ms. Harrington determines an enduring understanding (Step 1) based on grade level content-area frameworks.
Ms. Harrington then develops clear learning outcomes (Step 2).
She determines the assessment evidence (Step 3) students will produce to demonstrate mastery of these outcomes.
She develops a student-friendly essential question (Step 4) based on this enduring understanding.

Based on the results,
Ms. Harrington determines
the background knowledge
she must activate or build
and the additional
instruction students need.

She plans content and language objectives for individual lessons (Step 5). To build student schemata, she
provides comprehensible input in multiple formats. She uses videos, lectures, PowerPoint, diagrams, and
illustrations. Ms. Harrington also knows that ELLs (and other students) must elaborate on their understandings
and thus engages them in small groups, where they communicate purposefully using specific content language. 

ELLs develop schemata that enable them to access receptive language about new concepts and terms. ELLs also
develop productive language through group discussions of academic content and completion of a final project. 

Ms. Harrington provides
context for instruction with
an essential question and
refocuses ELLs and others
with this essential question
often. 

She engages students in
formative assessments
(KWL, discussions, briefs,
written work) to determine
understanding of key terms
and concepts and English
language development.



ensure that ELLs receive instruction that promotes the development of their academic English
abilities.Tomeet these challenges,content-area teachersmust clearly identify the language abil-
ities that ELLs eventually have to master. Teachers must also become familiar with language
structures and activities that present particular difficulty for ELLs.

It is often difficult, however, for content-area teachers to tease out the language abilities
necessary for their content areas. Just as native speakers are often unaware of the complexity
of their own language,content-area teachers find that the language of their subjects has become
secondnature to them.For example,as authors of this book (and teachers ourselves),we strug-
gled to decide which terms required substantive definitions and examples.We regularly use
terms of language acquisition and therefore do not have to think about them.This question of
technical vocabulary is, however, only the tip of the iceberg.

Content-area teachers must determine both the essential receptive language abilities for
accessing concepts in specific content-areas and the productive language abilities necessary
for demonstrating conceptual understanding.Content-area classes often, for example,require
students to access concepts through different media, including a variety of types of reading,
discussions, lectures,videos,anddemonstrations.Content-area teachers often expect students
to demonstrate content-area understanding through essays, journals,poetry,research papers,
and lab reports,as well as by participating in classroomdiscussions and giving presentations.
Teachers must determine the specific language abilities that each of these activities requires.

Earlier in this chapter,Mr.Peterson,Ms.Bell,Ms.Chin, andMr.Hayes explained how they
identified content-area concepts that must be taught for enduring understanding. Here, they
share the grade-level language abilities (enduring language abilities) that ELLs must eventu-
ally acquire to access concepts (independently) and express content-area understanding.

All four content-area teachers shared a somewhat common understanding of the ideal
academic-language abilities that all students shouldpossess.Weventure to guess that few teach-
ers would disagree with their consensus.

• Students should read on grade level, which includes having well-developed compre-
hension skills such as the ability to infer.This also assumes grade-level vocabulary and knowl-
edge of syntax. In other words, students should be able to read with sufficient proficiency so as
to be able to read the text and other assignments independently.

• Students shouldenter courseswith theprerequisite subjectknowledge in thecontentarea.

• Students should have grade-level writing skills that they can apply across content-area
assignments.

• They should have well-developed listening and speaking skills so they can learn from
lectures and participate in academic discussions.

The four teachers thenconsidered the realitiesof their classrooms,whichare that fewnative-
English speakersmeet the ideal requirements andELLsbringa special set of challenges tomain-
streamcontent-areaclassrooms.The four teachers identified issuesof vocabulary,syntax,reading,
and writing as enduring language abilities within and across academic content areas. Table 5.4
illustrates the identified language abilities and specific difficulties that ELLs experience.

Well-developed vocabulary is important across the content areas and, as illustrated in
the previous chapters, knowing a word is a complex process that includes knowing the word’s
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multiplemeanings (polysemy),collocations,connotations,andappropriateness.ELLs encounter
three major types of vocabulary in the content areas: general vocabulary, academic vocabulary,
and technical terms.AsMr.RichardGordon,theESOLspecialist,explained,todevelopnewvocab-
ulary through reading,ELLs must know at least 95% to 98% of the running words in the text.

PLANNING FOR ENDURING LANGUAGE ABILITIES
Mr.Peterson,Ms.Bell,Ms.Chin, andMr.Hayes plan instruction for the enduring language abil-
ities in their content-area units. They then establish learning outcomes based on the language
abilities that ELLs and other students need to access content and demonstrate their mastery.
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TABLE 5.4 Necessary Abilities and Difficulties in Academic English

Ability

Academic
vocabulary

Syntax

Extent of
reading

Variety of
writing

Supporting Research

Vocabulary presents one of the greatest academic challenges
to ELLs. Of the running words in academic text,

• 2,000 word families account for 80%,
• 570 general academic vocabulary terms account for
9%, and

• specific technical terms account for 6% (Nation,
2001)

Academic vocabulary presents difficulties due to
• polysemy (Table 2.2);
• collocations (Table 2.1); and
• use of words as discourse markers that indicate
relationships between clauses and sentences (such as
though, if, unless, so that, and whereas (Nation, 2001,
p. 213)

Use of tense in academic writing presents difficulties for
ELLs; history texts, for example, are predominately written in
the past tense, whereas science texts are often written in the
present tense (Hinkel, 2004).

Tense markers and signaling words present difficulties to
ELLs (Hinkel, 2004).

The extensive use of noun clauses presents difficulties in
comprehension of written texts and production of written
work (Hinkel, 2004; Nation, 2001).

Nonliving doer constructions are confusing too because such
constructions do not exist in all languages (Hinkel, 2004)

Difficulties with vocabulary and syntax often interfere with
comprehension and fluency (Birch, 2006).

Writing across various genres requires ELLs to adjust for
voice (active, passive), use of hedging (it appears rather than
it is, it may rather than it will), and productive use of
academic vocabulary (Hinkel, 2004).

Difficulty Encountered by ELLs

Understanding the vocabulary in content-area
classes and in texts

Multiple meanings of words

Extensive use of the passive voice, which occurs
across academic literature

Relationship between verb tense and meaning

Use of markers that indicate changes in tense
(currently, 30 years ago, soon)

Use of signaling markers to indicate relationships
between clauses and sentences (meaning of
though, if, unless, so that, and whereas in sentence
structure) and use of these in written work

Use of constructions containing nonliving doers,
such as the report shows, data indicate

Reading large amounts of text in different genres
to learn content

Extensive writing across content areas and across
genres within content areas



Enduring Language Abilities in
Secondary Environmental Science

Mr.Peterson cites vocabulary as essential to accessing the content of environmental science:

Science is vocabulary-heavy and vocabulary knowledge is closely linked to conceptual under-
standing. ELLs must know vocabulary well, recognize key vocabulary terms encountered in read-
ing, understandvocabulary in lectures,andappropriately use vocabulary in academic conversations
and written assignments. In the “Finite Resources” unit, for example, students must conceptually
understand the scientific meaning of terms such as solutions and concentrations or they will be
unable to understand pollution levels and commonly used expressions such as parts per million.

Mr.Petersonhasfoundthatthroughoutinstructionalunits inthesciences,ELLsencountermany
words fromtheTheAcademicWordList (AWL), and theability to comprehendanduse thesewords
in reading,writing,and academic conversations also represents an enduring language ability.

Mr.Peterson indicates that another enduring language ability is the use of strategies to self-
check comprehension and to clarify confusions.As ELLs develop greater language proficiency,
theywill need to listen for keywords and terms,knowhow to take notes from lectures,and learn
to evaluate their own understanding so that they can ask clarifying questions when necessary.

Regarding the productive language abilities that ELLs will need to demonstrate content-
area mastery,Mr. Peterson cites the ability to

• write accurate, detailed, and well-structured lab reports and orally share findings with
others;

• write essays and prepare presentations to explain various points of view; and

• write persuasive essays and prepare presentations that evince understanding of
informed responsible stewardship.

As they develop greater English proficiency,ELLs will need to use the language of science
within the structure of standard writing conventions.Writing across scientific fields requires
the use of nonliving doers as subjects, for example, the experiment shows and the study suggests,
as well as the need to hedge bymeans of expressions such as the data suggest and from the evi-
dence provided, it appears.

Enduring Language Abilities in
Middle School Mathematics

While math is often not thought of as a reading-intensive subject, it is, in fact, very inten-
sive, and the language (mathematical and English) is very dense. Ms. Bell explains that lan-
guage in math texts is often laden with factors that confound ELLs and other students.While
the languagemay seemstraightforward,many students are confusedbypolysemouswords,such
as operation, table, power, and negative. Solving word problems is a critical ability that helps
students think systematically and logically.Yet,Ms.Bell explains,“much of the languagewithin
math problems is a labyrinth of words for English Language Learners.” She provides the fol-
lowing problem from a standardized test as an example:
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Glenn bowls in a bowling league every Saturday morning. Last Saturday, the scores from Glenn’s
first 3 bowling games were 141, 128, and 157. . . . Each player in Glenn’s bowling league is given a
handicap,which allows players of different abilities to compete equally.A player’s handicap is deter-
minedwith the following formula.Aplayer’s handicap is equal to 80percent of thedifferencebetween
the player’s average (mean) and 220.Miguel is Glenn’s teammate.If Miguel’s average (mean) is 130,
what is his handicap? Show or explain how you got your answer. (Massachusetts Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education, 2005)

Ms.Bell explains,

While amath problem like thismay seem fairly straightforward, there aremany layers for an ELL
to peel away in order to get to the core content of the problem.There is academic (mean,difference)
and nonacademic (bowling league) vocabulary to decipher. There is the passive voice (is
determined by, is given a),which presents difficulties for ELLs.There is the word handicap,which
holds a meaning very different from its popular significance. And there is the mathematical
definition of handicapwhich,while useful information, is an additional layer to unfold. To begin
to make sense of such a problem, ELLs must work through each of these outer layers first to
determine the relationships between the data provided and translate these into mathematical
expressions.Additionally, the language of mathword problems is often couchedwithin questions
such as “What are the chances that . . . ” and “What are the odds that . . . ,”which have different
meanings when used in everyday life and, thus,may also create comprehension issues.

Ms. Bell explains that productive enduring language abilities necessary to demonstrate
understanding inmath are,much like the receptive,quite subtle.“While students are not often
asked towrite lengthy essays about their experience inmath,theydoneed to knowhow to com-
municate the processes they use to solve problems.” Ms. Bell explains that ELLs, like other
students, need modeling and practice in the skill of talking through their work:

Very often ELLs can write out the arithmetic, but they cannot explain their reasoning for the steps
they take.When a student is stuck on a problem, I require that they talk me through exactly what
is confusing them so they develop communication patterns for math.

Ms.Bell has listed the following language abilities that ELLs must access and use to com-
plete the unit on probability:

• Use the language of probability to understand relationships between the given and unknown
variables in problems.

• Access the passive voice within word problems.
• Use academic vocabulary to explain the process of solving word problems. (Ms. Bell has also
determined thatmanywords in themath text are also found in theAWLand that knowing these
words represents an enduring language ability.)

Enduring Language Abilities
in Secondary U.S. History

Ms.Chin identifies the ability to access language-heavy textbooks as well as the linguisti-
cally sophisticatedprimary-sourcematerials as enduring language abilitiesnecessary for under-
standing U.S. history. She explains,

While we can (and should) provide access to these materials for ELLs through sheltering, if ELLs
are to continue to grow academically, at some point they will need to
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• learn the strategies necessary to access and deconstruct difficult reading materials inde-
pendently (figure out the vocabulary,usemarkers for tense and for change in topic/flow,and
deconstruct clauses),

• develop the ability to read sentences and passages that are made dense with noun clauses
and the use of passive constructions,

• effectively use discourse markers to comprehend content, and
• comprehend the meaning of hedging.

Regarding the productive enduring language abilities, Ms. Chin explains that eventually
ELLs will need to

• write papers and make presentations using grade-level, content-area language;
• compare, contrast, and present multiple perspectives about various issues (e.g., in the case of
theAmerican Revolution,ELLsmust be able to discuss the causes of this revolution in the con-
text of the broad concept of revolution);

• use hedging to express viewpoints (rarely do clear-cut causal relationships exist; rather, ELLs
and others need to use hedging [appears,may, could] to describe plausible relationships); and

• accurately employ tense structures to tell what happened, would have happened, or was hap-
pening during a particular historical period.

Enduring Language Abilities in
Secondary English Language Arts

Mr. Hayes considers ELA to be a subject that challenges the academic-language abilities
of native-English-speaking students.With that in mind, he pays special attention to the lan-
guage abilities he requires of his ELLs.Receptive language abilities that stand out toMr.Hayes
include the level and quantity of language required to read the class literature.“ELLs are often
overwhelmed by the amount of reading that they must do independently. I am continuously
conscious of the frustration factor they confront when asked to read long passages of text that
are in effect beyond their reading level.”Mr.Hayes also cites the use of dialect, period-specific
language, and high-level vocabulary as obstacles to understanding literature. He notes that
poetry and other forms of language that rely heavily on figurative language,nuance, and often
culturally specific allusions prove difficult for ELLs.

Mr. Hayes feels that the productive language abilities required in ELA include a heavy
reliance on essay-based products.“ELLs must organize their thoughts with attention to tone
and word choice. They are often graded on both grammar and ideas, which can be seen as a
double-whammy for ELLs.”Additionally,Mr.Hayes notes that participating in in-class conver-
sations, which can be fast paced and make use of complex language structures, is a specific
ability that ELLs must develop.

Review, Reflect, Apply
1. Apply: Think across the content area you teach; review curriculum frameworks and

classroom materials. Describe the enduring language skills that ELLs must develop to inde-
pendently access rigorous grade-level content. Then identify the enduring language skills that
English language learners must develop to express content-area understanding.

2. Review and reflect: How do enduring language skills differ from content area to con-
tent area?
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AE-1 Explain the ways in which planning for enduring understandings is consistent
with the input hypotheses (Chapter 2, p. 38) and the context-embedded context-
reduced model (Model 2.3, Chapter 2, p. 48).

AE-2 List the enduring understanding(s) for a content-area unit to be implemented
over a three- to five-week time period. Explain how the enduring understandings
serve to contextualize the content-area standards.

AE-3 List the language abilities that ELLs must develop to access the content of the
content-area unit. Now, list the language abilities that ELLs must develop to
demonstrate content-area mastery.

AE-4 Determine the content-area learning outcomes that all students will master as a
result of their participation in the unit of instruction.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Chapter 5 discussed the interrelationship of content and language and the importance
of enduring understandings (content and language) in planning effective instruction for
ELLs. Four content-area experts provided examples of how they determined enduring under-
standings, first in their content and then in language. Teachers also provided explicit exam-
ples of the receptive language abilities ELLs need to access content and the productive
language abilities ELLs need to demonstrate their content-area understandings. It is rec-
ommended that readers review the processes by which content-area teachers established
enduring understandings for content and language before completing the assessment evi-
dence activities and progressing to Chapter 6. Chapter 6 demonstrates how the four
content-area teachers build on the enduring understanding and learning outcomes they
designed and create essential questions to frame their instruction.

Assessment Evidence Activities

Resources for Further Reading

• National Content Area Learning Standards:
National Standards for Math, http://standards.nctm.org
National Standards for Science, http://www.nsta.org/standards
National Standards for History, http://nchs.ucla.edu/standards/
National Standards for English Language Arts, http://www.ncte.org
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) Standards,
http://tesol.org/s_tesol/seccss.asp?CID=113&DID=1583

• For a complete description of planning instruction for enduring understandings,
readers are encouraged to reviewWiggins, G., &McTighe, J. (2005).Understanding
by design. Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.




